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ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RELIED UPON AS CORRECTLY STATING THE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE DEVELOPER. FOR CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS, MAKE REFERENCE TO 
THIS BROCHURE AND TO THE DOCUMENTS REQUIRED BY SECTION 718.503, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO BE FURNISHED BY A DEVELOPER TO A BUYER OR LESSEE.



A UNIQUE TOWER OF ONLY 28 IMPORTANT RESIDENCES SETS A NEW STANDARD OF LUXURY IN THE EXCLUSIVE 
BAY HARBOR ISLAND OF MIAMI BEACH.



BAY HARBOR ISLAND
An American Riviera in Miami



Harbor Shoppes.

The area is lush. The area is luxurious. The area is privileged.   Just like your home at STE.The rea is luxurThe rea is pleged.Just kekk your homer at

Miami is a waterfront Riviera that is home to many islands.  These islands are often the most exclusive residential 
experiences due to there prestigious locations and limited availability.

Bay Harbor Island is one such island being located near mansions and boutique cafes as well as the world renown Bal  
Harbor Shoppes.

The area is lush. The area is luxurious. The area is privileged. Just like your home at SOTE.



Porte Cochère
Any time you arrive, you should have a sense of arrival.  At SOTE you will experience lush tropical  

gardens, privacy and service. From the bespoke stone pavers to the large glass panels that reveal  
the gracious interiors of your lobby and private art collection – this is quintessential living.



A Lobby that is more like a Living Room
Every detail in this space is curated from the art that hangs on the walls, the custom built furniture and the wood floors.  

Much like the way you live your life, this is conscious living designed to quiet you mind and invigorate your soul. A statement about you to all those who will visit,  
SOTE offers superior public spaces that have been designed to mimic the private living room you may have at another home of yours.



Life’s true gifts  
lie’s in your freedom to  

design it beautifully.  
With each rise of the sun, 

you get to chase the  
opportunity to fill your days 
with meaning – to live your 

life the way you choose.



A Private Playground for You and Your Guests
Set in the sky and just steps from your home is a beautiful rooftop pool and Jacuzzi, all surrounded by day beds, lounge chairs and fresh water showers.  
Both day and night the vistas from this vantage point are spectacular and will cause pause as you breath ocean air and realize this is your new life.





Just Breathe
Some residences feature wraparound balconies. Each residence features a different view. 

Every residence comes with an ocean breeze, oversized terraces and wonderful light that graces your interior design and life.



Pied-a-terre
When you have a Pied-a-terre, you know that it is not about the size but the experience, convenience, location and comfort you enter every time you arrive. 
Whether a permanent residence or occasional retreat, SOTE’s interior layouts and designs are bespoke and thoughtful for lifestyles like yours. Review our 
28 original floorplans and discover the right space for you.



Life is not always what you see, but how you see it.
Your island home rests on a private piece of land that was long reserved for something as special as SOTE. Sitting on the Northern tip of this island and 
rising above, you have surprising vistas from some residences while others offer privacy and sanctuary. No matter your preference you will know island 
living from the moment you drive to your new address. You will experience a life otherwise reserved for those who have traveled far to discover the same.



YOUR MASTER BEDROOM



YOUR MASTER BEDROOM FEATURING PORCELANOSA FIXTURES



A PRIVATE INTERACTIVE FITNESS STUDIO



             

      life     moti

Don’t just sweat, bring the world to your feet!  SOTE’s  
first in kind interactive fitness studio features Peloton  
cycles and treadmills that allow you to connect to fitness  
instructors and trainers around the world both in real time  
and via library to bring out the most competitive and  
efficient version of you.

If this sounds interesting, we’ve been waiting for you.



IMPORTANT BUILDING AMENITIES

UNIQUE BUILDING FEATURES

• Prime location on Bay Harbor Island
• Important and efficient architecture setting a new standard of luxury on the island
• Pedestrian-firendly stree
• 24-hour Welcome Desk with Concierge
• 24-hour Access Control
• Elegantly furnished Resident Club Room
• Luxury Interactive Fitness Center 
• Rooftop Pool with Jacuzzi, Cabanas, Waterfall and more.
• Lush island-style landscaping with romantic evening lighting (mostly solar powered) 
• Cool ocean breezes into most residences

• One-of-a-kind vertical garden cascading through the center of the building
• Modern unique designed facades with faceted wood railings on balconies and sliding glass doors.
• Luxuriously finished units
• Beautifully appointed lobby directly connected to all elevators and private garage
• Lush gardens surrounding all four sides of the building creating an island sanctuary.
• Fireplace in the lobby
• Art collection hanging throughout building featuring jean Phillipe Piter
• Ample parking with assisted parking spaces



ESSENTIAL RESIDENCES

GOURMET KITCHEN
FEATURING APPLIANCES BY GAGGENAU & SMEG

EXTRAORDINARY BATHROOMS
FEATURING FIXTURES BY PORCELANOSA

• Contemporary floorplans with an open concept designed to welcome the outside in. One, Two and Three bedroom residences available decorator  
 ready for your interior design touch.
• Private elevator access with arrival in the presence of an awe-inspiring vertical garden that flows down the center of the building.
• Floor to ceiling energy efficient impact resistant sliding glass doors with wood looking frames that give you Bay Harbor Island views and bay views  
 from some residences.
• Private terraces with wood railings and lush landscaping before you and bellow. Accessible from most living rooms and master bedrooms.
• Smooth ceilings with a height of 10’0” in most residences.
• Oversized his and hers closets for your wardrobe, accessories and of collectables.
• SMART controlled energy efficient central air conditioning and heating systems.
• Certified sprinkler and fire protection systems
• Pre-wired for SMART systems, Wi-Fi, high speed internet, data/voice cable TV access and more.

• Open-concept design to the living room with breakfast bar
• Featuring world-renown appliances by GAGGENAU
• European custom cabinetry and quartz counter tops with full stone backsplash

• Double sinks in most master bathrooms
• Spa styled shower with separate free standing designer bath tub.
• Stone countertops

THINGS TO SEE AND DO AROUND SOTE AND BEYOND

OTHER PLACES TO SEE:

Bal Harbor Shoppes
Located just steps away fro Bay Harbor island and your new home, the Bal Harbor Shoppes offer a ultra-luxe mix of dining, shopping and entertainment 
options for the sophisticated shopper. The center, designed around lush vegetation, water features and boutiques offers the ultimate shopping destination 
in South Florida as well as a great way to spend your afternoon in this “see and be seen environment.”

Walk to the Beach
Take a stroll along the neighboring sandy beaches and experience one of the most spectacular sunrises in the world.

South Beach & Art Deco District
Whether you choose to walk the Art Deco District of Ocean Drive of dine at one of the many streetside cafes on Lincoln Road, one thing is for sure, your 
visit here will never be less than entertaining. From fine restaurants like Prime 112 to icons like Joe’s Stone Crab there’s something for everyone. Charter a 
yacht for the day or rent bikes to get exercise as you witness this American Riviera – this is your new backyard.

Aventura Mall
Just a short drive away you’ll find one of the largest shopping and entertainment centers called Aventura Mall. Inside you’ll find the most popular brands as 
well as local to your delight. There is also a Cineplex for the big screen feature films you love.

Café Cubano in Little Havana
Essential to any experience in Miami is the not-so-fancy but always delightful experience of visiting 8h street (called by locals “Calle Ocho”) and delighting 
in both Cuban food and the “café cubano” coffee that will energize you like nothing else.

Everglade Airboat Tour
Glide above both land and swamp at 35mph and observe this world famous eco system and indigenous Indian tribes that have lived there for over 100 
years. The Everglades National Park, set aside in 1947 as one of the nation’s largest parks, is home to many rare and endangered species such as the 
American crocodile, panthers and even deer.

Executive Helicopter Rides
Nothing compares to a helicopter trip when you can see everything from above and take in more in one hour than days from the ground. You will witness 
the waterfront American Riviera that boasts over seven shades of blue and an array of topographical delights from uninhabited islands and the ever mov-
ing sandbars that are like paint brush strokes through the se bellow.

Lincoln Road Mall
A pedestrian-only street mall in South Beach, with many specialty shops featuring jewelry, clothing, and art plus an assortment of restaurants. At one time 
a heaven for eclectic small shops, the mall has come to favor large international retail chains yet it still remains a hip buzz.

The Design District
A “mile of style”, this area sparkles of industrial chic and is home to galleries, exhibits and fashion design boutiques like few other places in the world. Tom 
Ford, Chanel, Bulgari, Rolex and so many more are residents of this ultra-luxe neighborhood.

Fairchild Tropical Gardens
Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden is a prominent botanical garden with extensive collections of rare tropical plants including palms, flowering trees and 
vines. Often host to Botero sculptures exhibits and other artists, it is one of the more delightful ways to spend a family afternoon followed by a curated 
lunch in the private house restaurant on site.

Villa Vizcaya
A touch of Europe lives in Miami when you visit the Italian Renaissance Villa Vizcaya. Once a rich industrialist’s supreme winter residence, now this public 
museum is full of art, fine furniture, astoundingly beautiful formal gardens and host to Miami’s most sophisticated galas.

Perez Art Museum
This modern museum located just 20 minutes from your front doorstep features contemporary art from around the world. With both permanent and rotat-
ing exhibitions this destination offers culture, fine dining and is an architectural icon for Miamians.

Frost Science Museum 
One of the newest additions to Miami’s art and cultural scene, this world-class science museum is next to the Perez Art Museum and features aquatic 
sea life tanks and exhibits that inspire and challenge how we think about mother earth. On most Friday evenings there is also a planetary laser show that 
brings locals and visitors together for a spectacle of light and life.

Adrienne Arsht Center for the Performing Arts
Housing for internationally acclaimed resident companies, the Concert Association of Florida, the Florida Grand Opera, Miami City Ballet, and the Miami 
Symphony, this facility provides extraordinary cultural and education experiences of the highest quality.



28 UNIQUE FLOORPLANS 
ON ONLY 5 FLOORS

AN INTERIOR ATRIUM AND FIRST OF ITS KIND
Cascading vertical gardens that flow into water features on the ground floor are accented by large openings in the roof  

allowing natural light and air to circulate throughout your building and home and bring life into the area in way unimaginable.  
It is one part future, one part the past and forever a timeless feature to be enjoed for generations.



Burotto Desarrollo S.A is a fully integrated real estate development firm based in Santiago, Chile. The Company designs, builds, 
and manages real estate assets throughout the Americas with a focus on sustainable functionality. Over the past 25 years, we 
have become Chile’s largest builder of vacation homes including condominium and apartment complexes, business towers 
and hotel developments.

With more than 25 years of development experience, the Burotto team specializes in analyzing the market potential of  
pre-development, existing construction, and sales management including post sale follow-up. We rely on a highly competent 
management team with experience in architecture, construction management, finance, sales & marketing. Burotto currently 
has more than 10 active projects under development and in the pipeline.

Burotto Desarrollo S.A. was founded by Cesar Burotto. Engineer. Entrepreneur. Businessman. He wanted his life story to be 
about building structures that offered outstanding quality and lasting value. Before long he was building not just beautiful 
structures but entire master-planned communities in unique locations.

Today, Burotto continues to raise the standard for outstanding quality design and superior value as a fully integrated,  
international real estate development company through its recently established office in Miami Florida.

Burotto designs and builds with a passion for creating vibrant communities in prime locations through the Americas. We  
look beyond physical structures to cultural, economic and social factors that will create a unique sense of community. This 
commitment has been an integral part of Burotto’s corporate philosophy for over 30 years.

Let us bring our passion for visionary design and exceptional value to your life. 



This is not an offering for the purchase of a unit. An offering is made only by the prospectus and its exhibits  
(The “Condominium Documents”) for SOTE, a Condominium (the “Condominium”), and no statements should be relied 
upon unless made in the Condominium Documents furnished by Atlantis 103, LLC, a Florida limited liability company 
(the “Developer”) pursuant to applicable law. This is not intended to be an offer to sell, or solicitation to buy, a unit in 
the Condominium in any jurisdiction where prohibited by law. In no event shall any solicitation, offer or sale of a unit in 
the Condominium be made in, or to residents of, any state or country in which such activity would be unlawful.

Broker participation if welcomed. No real estate broker or salesperson is authorized to make any representations or 
other statements regarding the Condominium, and no agreements with, deposits paid to or other arrangements made 
with any real estate broker are or shall be binding on the Developer.

The information contained herein, including, without limitation, any and all artists or architectural renderings, plans, 
floor plans, images, designs, specifications, features, facilities, dimensions, measurements, and amenities  
depicted, or otherwise described herein, are conceptual and based upon current development plans, which are subject 
to change or abandonment without notice, and may not be relied upon. No guarantees or representations whatsoever 
are made that any renderings, plans, floor plans, images, designs, specifications, features, facilities, dimensions, 
measurements or amenities depicted, or otherwise described herein, will be provided, or, if provided, will be of the 
same type, size, quality, location or nature as depicted or otherwise described herein. If developed, the development 
of the Condominium is expected to occure over many years and the development plan will likely be modified from 
time to time to respond to varying market conditions and changes in circumstances.

Any stated square footages, dimensions and other measurements reflected herein are based on preliminary pre-
construction plans, which are subject to change without notice and will vary with actual construction. Any stated 
square footages, dimensions, and other measurements of units are measured to the exterior boundaries of the 
exterior walls and the centerline of interior demising walls between units and will vary from the dimensions of the 
unit that will be determined by using the description and definition of the “Unit” as set forth in the Declaration of 
Condominium (the “Declaration”) for the Condominium (which generally only includes the interior airspace between 
the perimeter walls and excludes all interior structural components and other common elements). This method of 
measurement is  
generally used in sales materials and is provided to allow a prospective purchaser to compare the units in the  
Condominium with units in other Condominium projects that utilize the same method. Except as set forth in Exhibit 
“1” to the Declaration, terraces, patios and balconies are not part of the “Unit” as set forth in the Declaration.  
Measurements and dimensions of rooms are generally taken at the furthest points of each given room (as if the room 
were a perfect rectangle), without regard for any cutouts, soffits or other variations. Accordingly, the square footage 
of the actual room will typically be smaller than the product obtained by multiplying the stated length and width. For 
the square footage of the units based on the definition of “Unit” in the Declaration, refer to Exhibit “2” to the  
Declaration included in the Condominium Documents.

All depictions or descriptions of furniture, appliances, fixtures, counters, floor coverings and other matters of detail, 
including, without limitation, items of finish and decoration, are conceptual only and are not included in the unit 
unless expressly indicated in a buyer’s purchase agreement. Interior photos shown may depict options and upgrades 
which are not representative of standard features and may not be available for all model types. Developer reserves the 
right, without notice to or approval by the buyers, to make changes or substitutions of equal or better quality for any 
fixtures, appliances, furniture and other items of finish and decoration which are included with the unit. All prices are 
subject to change, and price changes may occur that are not yet reflected herein. Buyers should check with the sales 
center for the most current pricing.    

Renderings depicted proposed views, which are not identical from each unit. Any view from a unit or from other 
portions of the Condominium may in the future be limited or eliminated by future development of forces of nature. 
No guarantees or representations whatsoever are made that existing or future views of the Condominium and 
surrounding areas depicted by artist’s conceptual renderings or otherwise described herein, will be provided or, if 
provided, will be as depicted or described herein.
The photographs contained herein may be stock photography or have been taken off-site and are used to depict the 
spirit of the lifestyle to be achieved rather than any that may exist or that may be proposed, and are merely intended 
as illustration of the activities and concepts depicted herein.

Any and all references to an/or renderings, depictions or descriptions of other proposed projects or nearby facilities 
depicted or described are proposed only, are not constructed, and are not being developed by the Developer. 
Developer has not control over those projects of facilities, and there is no guarantee that they will be developed, 
or if so, when and what they will consist of. Any information provided regarding any such projects or facilities was 
obtained from public information, including, without limitation, newspaper articles, and the developer makes no 
representations as to same.

The Condominium is being developed by the Developer, which was formed solely for such purpose. Rilea Group, Inc. is 
not the developer of the Condominium, Any and all statements, disclosures and/or representations with respect to any 
and all matters relating to the marketing and/or development of the Condominium, and with respect to the sales of the 
units in the Condominium, shall be deemed made by Developer and not by Rilea Group, Inc.

This [brochure/website] is an overview of the Condominium and in no way whatsoever should be the information be 
relied upon for financial, tax, accounting, investment, business, architectural design, interior design or legal advise.



REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS 
SINCE 1981

ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RELIED UPON AS CORRECTLY STATING THE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE DEVELOPER, FOR CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS, MAKE REFERENCE TO 

THIS BROCHURE AND TO TH DOCUMENTS REQUIRED BY SECTION 718.503, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO BE FURNISHED BY A DEVELOPER TO A BUYER OR LESSEE, RILEA DOES NOT OWN 

THE PROPERTY AND IS NOT AFFILIATED WIT THE DEVELOPER


